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Abstract. The steganographic system for hidden transfer of the graphic information is 
represented. For hiding the graphic information the digital correlations based on the complex 
BIFORE transform are used. A crypto stability of a technique is provided by a secret key, with 
that the hidden image is embedded in the container-image. The problems of efficiency, 
robustness, accuracy and performance of the suggested method are considered. 

1. Introduction 
One of an important direction of the protection from an unauthorized access is a steganography. The 

steganography is a science about hiding a fact of existing secret information. A digital steganography is 
based on methods of the digital signal processing.  In this work the example of the combining methods of 
digital steganography with methods of the optical information processing is shown. Use of optical methods 
gives a good capability for encoding information [5,6,7,8]. 

The steganographic system for the hidden transfer the color image is proposed. The picture, in 
which the hidden image is embedded as a rule denominates a container image, and the container with 
embedded hidden image is the stego-image [4]. A core of our system is two-dimensional spatial correlator, 
which is used for encoding, embedding and reconstruction of the hidden image. Digital correlations are based 
on the complex BIFORE (BInary FOurier REpresentation) transform [1]. Note, that classical 2D spatial 
correlator is based on the complex Fourier transform (CFT). A choice of the complex BIFORE transform 
(CBT) is conditioned more fast computation performance in comparison with CFT. The secret key of the 
staganographic system is spatial filter of the correlator.  

2. Two-dimensional spatial correlator in basis of  complex BIFORE transform 
The two-dimensional spatial correlator consists of three planes. Input plane is described by complex 

function ),(),(),( yxieyxcyxa θ⋅= , where ),( yxc  is the container image, ),( yxθ  is the phase function of the 

input domain. The frequency plane is described by key function ),(),( vuievuK φ= , where ),( vuφ  is a random 
function uniformly distributed on the interval ),( ππ−  [10], ),( vuK  is a phase-only function. The 
computational problem is to find such phase function ),( yxθ  to having placed function ),( yxa  in input 
plane, receive in output plane complex function with magnitude that is equal to the hidden image ),( yxh . 

Then output plane is described by the complex function ),(),(),( yxieyxhyxb ψ⋅= , where ),( yxψ  is the phase 
function of the output domain. Therefore the output correlation function is 

{ }[ ]),(),(),( vuKyxaCBTICBTyxb ⋅= ,                                               (1) 
From Eq.1, the input function is given by 

{ }[ ]),(*),(),( vuKyxbCBTICBTyxa ⋅= ,                                                 (2) 
where ),(* vuK  denotes complex conjugation to ),( vuK . CBT and ICBT are the complex BIFORE 
transform and the inverse complex BIFORE transform, respectively. 

CBT belongs to a family of a discrete orthogonal transforms [1]. While the Fourier bases are 
sinusoids with harmonic frequencies, the BIFORE bases are Walsh functions. Since the Walsh functions are 
square waves, they take only two values, namely, +1 and -1. The simplicity of square waves relative to 
sinusoids allows relatively easy process information [2]. Both CFT and CBT require NN 2log⋅  arithmetical 
operations, but in case of CFT every arithmetical operation include, beside complex addition, the 
multiplying. 

So, CBT of the function )(nx  and its inverse transform ICBT is defined as: 
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where * and T  denotes complex conjugate and transpose, respectively. [ ])(nM  is matrix of transform, 
described in [3]. 

To calculate phase function ),( yxθ  we have used the projection-onto-constraint-sets (POCS) 
algorithm. The version of this algorithm, optimized for correlation between two images, is described in [11]. 
The algorithm is ended on n-th iteration, when average mean square errors down relatively to average mean 
square value of an original images less then predefined threshold (in percent). The necessary conditions of 
the convergence these errors are considered in [10]. This threshold must provide enough approximation 
magnitude ),( yxbn  to the hidden image ),( yxh , and magnitude ),( yxan  to ),( yxc . Average mean square 
values of original images are described as: 
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Note that key function ),( vuK  is generated once before iterations and it never changes within the 
iteration process. The block diagram of the POCS algorithm is shown on Fig.1. 

 
Fig.1. Block diagram of the POCS algorithm. 

3. Embedding and extracting hidden image 
We grouped respectively colour components (red, green and blue) of the container image and 

hidden image. And then the correlator is learnt for each these pairs. In result of this operations for each 
colour component we have received complex function ),( yxan  described by two linear functions ),( yxcn  
and ),( yxnθ , where n  - count of the iterations spent for training. Now it is required to generate color 
component of the stego-image on the basis of these two functions.  

Let m  is a number of bits, required for storage every color component. Let the ),( yxPh  is 

approximation to the function ),( yxnθ , that was received by quantization on r2  levels )( mr < , where r  is 
a number of bits for storage the phase function ),( yxnθ . The every color component of the stego-image is 
constructed by the following algorithm. The brightness of every pixel for each color component equals the 
brightness respectively pixel of the halftone container image, except for r  lower bits.  These r  lower bits are 
replaced by value of the function ),( yxPh . This replacement is possible since modification several lower 
bits does not heavily distort total picture of the image. Obviously that r  must be not more than half m . 
Number of bits used for storage phase, is directly proportional to quality of the reconstructed hidden image, 
but on the other hand it is inversely proportional to quality of the stego-image. The stego-image that is 
received in such way we can send by open telecommunication channels. 
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On the receiving side from each color component stego-image we get two functions ),( yxPh  and 
),( yxc′ . ),( yxPh  is described by r  lower bits of the color component of the stego-image, and  ),( yxc′  is 

described by ( )tm −  lower bits. After normalization ),( yxPh  and ),( yxc′  the next correlation is calculated: 

{ }[ ]),(),(),( ),( vuKeyxcCBTICBTyxb yxiPh ⋅⋅′= .                   (6) 
The magnitude of the received complex function ),( yxb  is approximately equal to respectively 

color component of the hidden image ),( yxh . 

4. Experimental results 
We have tested the system for three pairs images (hidden and the container- image). As the 

container and hidden images for all three cases, we used color (24 bits per pixel) pictures in the size 
512512×  and 256256×  of pixels, respectively. 

Training of the correlator was stopped, during that moment when the total mean-square error made 
less than 1 % of average value of the image for every picture (4), (5). The algorithm of training was taken on 
the average 9 iterations for each color pair. The technique was tested with various count of the bits used for 
storage of a phase (parameter r  - see section 3). Results of experiment are represented on Fig. 2. 

 During experiment the next parameters have been determined: a) the degree of difference of the 
transmitted stego-image from the container-image; b) the degree of difference of the extracting hidden image 
from original hidden image. The measure of difference was defined as average total distinction between all 
pixels of pair images. Results first pair of images are displayed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Degree of difference of pairs images. 
 Number of bits needed for storage phase 

3=r  4=r  
Stego-image and container-image 1.9% 2.5% 
Extracting image and hidden image 6.9% 4.5% 

Besides the basic experiment we have tested the system for stability to losses or purposely damage 
part of the information by transfer of the stego-image. Stability of system was checked as follows: in the 
transmitted image were emulated losses a part (15 %, 30 % and 45 %) of pixels - area with zero intensity. 
The result of experiment is shown on Fig.3.  

5. Conclusion 
The steganographic system of the hidden transfer of color pictures optimized on computing 

complexity is offered. The algorithm of embedding and extracting is based on the modified model of the two-
dimensional spatial correlator. Digital correlations are based on complex BIFORE transform. The secret key 
of stego-system is embedded into the correlator as the spatial filter. 
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Fig.2. a) Original container and stego images; b) Stego image and reconstructed hidden image (num-
ber of bits for coding phase r=3); c) Stego image and reconstructed hidden image (number of bits for 

coding phase r=4); 
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Experiments for three pairs images and various values of parameter r  (number of the bits needed 
for storage of a phase in the transmitted stego-image) are conducted. Such important qualitative 
characteristics of system, as a degree of difference of the transmitted stego-image from the original container- 
image and a degree of difference of the taken hidden image from original hidden image, for various 
parameters r  are calculated. The optimum ratio of quality is shown for a case 4=r . 

Stability of algorithm to losses or purposely damage of a part of the transmitted information is 
checked up. It is established, that images recognizable even at loss of 30 % of pixels of the stego-image. 
Thus, proposed steganographic system allows steadily and safely to transfer color pictures. 

 
Fig.3. Stego-images with loss a part of pixels and the hidden images taken from them (the number of bits for 

storage the phase 4=r ). 
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